Diagnostics
Take your lab to the next level

QIAlab Consulting
for optimized workflows
Lean operations for increased throughput without compromising quality
The importance of quality results is a top priority for
your lab. Every day you are faced with operational
challenges such as increased workloads and turnaround
times, combined with complex inventory procedures and
reduced productivity. Maintaining reliable, high-quality
results while also improving throughput and performance
is vital to your success. This is where Lean methods come
into play.

As a leading provider of solutions from Sample to Insight®,
QIAGEN® understands your dynamic needs and allows
you access to our vast lab operation know-how.
The QIAlab Consulting Service offers an individual
analysis of your processes in close collaboration with you.
Together, we will identify critical steps and bottlenecks in
your workflow to design and plan a strategy for continuous
productivity and quality improvement.

In times of enhanced challenges, limited resources and
financial constraints, there is a strong need for optimization.

Our QIAlab Consulting experts will help you:
Analyze and identify wasteful steps in
the value stream.
Develop measures and goals for
improvement.
Implement defined measures enhancing
your productivity.

Measure the impact of the implemented
actions and evaluate results. Adjust further
to accomplish your goals.
Sustain and standardize your refined lab
processes for continuous improvement.

Allow us to help you optimize your workflows and transform your lab while
maintaining integrity and increasing efficiency.
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Example: Streamlined workflow with optimized instrument and space utilization

Evaluation and workshops
A QIAlab Consulting Evaluation includes the analysis of your lab’s current procedures and the need for standard workflow
optimization. You will be provided with a condensed evaluation report that also contains recommendations for improvement.
A QIAlab Consulting Workshop includes two days of on-site visit by a QIAGEN expert. During the workshop we will assess your
workflows together, identify bottlenecks, and implement customized strategies for improvement. You will be presented with the
outcome of the assessment and receive a comparison report to measure success.

Ordering information
Service Product

Description

Cat. no.

QIAlab Consulting

Consultation support for lab workflow optimization, applying strategies and continuous improvement
techniques based on Lean Management Methods, including a project to demonstrate potential optimized
results.

9244719

NeuMoDx ® Consultancy Evaluation

Consultancy Evaluation Service helps identify productivity improvement needs according to customer
expectations and defined project plan.

9245453

NeuMoDx Consultancy Workflow

Consultancy Workflow Service helps implement workflow optimization according to customer expectations
and defined project plan. Includes travel, labor and instrument handling.

9245451

For more information about QIAGEN Service Solutions, visit
www.qiagen.com/instrument-services
Register on My QIAGEN at login.qiagen.com/login
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